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Inspirations

The concept behind the 
bathroom design is a confusion 
between modern and classic in order 
to create a timeless; yet trendy 
design.  The eclectic design combines 
elements such as the classical 
clawfoot bathtub, french antique 
encaustic tiles, and classic pendant 
lights. In addition to earthy natural 
elements such as rustic wooden 
modern vanity, wall brown ceramic 
tiles, pebbles shower flooring, and 
rain showers. As a result, a bathroom 
with a rich eclectic design that satisfy 
the needs of my clients John and 
Jeanette White and their background.



Materials

Walls: Beige ceramic tiles. Vanity countertop: Cararra marble top.

French antique bathroom floor ceramic 
tiles.

Vanity dark brown rustic wood.



Gold & Beige wall glass tiles. (Wall behind 
toilet and bidet)

Pebbles shower floor texture. 

Herringbone marble wall tiles. (Wall 
Behind Vanity)

Materials



Bathroom ware 
& 

Accessories



Vanity Area

Towel Rail

Wash basin faucet

Top counter wash basin

Soft close vanity drawers slide



Bathtub Area

Clawfoot Bathtub

Double bath robes hook



Showerhead

Rain Shower

Shower mixers

Shower Area



Toilet Area

Dual flush button

Toilet paper roller

Toilet seat

Bidet



The bathroom 
concept







Mirror TV that is installed in the middle mirror. As long as it is switched off, the tv area will look like a mirror. When 
it is switched on, it looks like the picture below.









Shower bench Rain Shower

Notice the pebbles floor for the shower area. The combination of the rain shower, pebbles floor and earthy wall ceramic 
tiles give the feeling of coziness and warmth. A nature-like shower area is the best option for people who loves natural 
materials.
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